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Abstract
We study deterministic gossiping in synchronous systems with dynamic crash failures. Each processor is initialized with an
input value called rumor. In the standard gossip problem, the goal of every processor is to learn all the rumors. When processors
may crash, then this goal needs to be revised, since it is possible, at a point in an execution, that certain rumors are known only
to processors that have already crashed. We define gossiping to be completed, for a system with crashes, when every processor
knows either the rumor of processor v or that v has already crashed, for any processor v. We design gossiping algorithms that are
efficient with respect to both time and communication. Let t < n be the number of failures, where n is the number of processors. If
n− t = Ω(n/polylogn), then one of our algorithms completes gossiping inO(log2 t) time and withO(npolylogn) messages. We
develop an algorithm that performs gossiping with O(n1.77) messages and in O(log2 n) time, in any execution in which at least
one processor remains non-faulty. We show a trade-off between time and communication in gossiping algorithms: if the number
of messages is at most O(npolylogn), then the time has to be at least Ω( lognlog(n logn)−log t ). By way of application, we show that if
n − t = Ω(n), then consensus can be solved in O(t) time and with O(n log2 t) messages.
© 2006 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The task of gathering and spreading information is among fundamental algorithmic problems in distributed com-
puting and communication networks. It has been abstracted as the gossip problem: in the beginning each processor
has an input value, called its rumor, and the goal is to make every processor know all the rumors. We want to per-
form gossiping not only quickly, but also with few point-to-point messages. There is a natural and intuitive trade-off
between time and communication; therefore optimizing for one of these performance metrics may result in increasing
the accrued value of the other metric.
✩ A preliminary version of this paper appeared as “Gossiping to reach consensus” in Proceedings of the 14th ACM Symposium on Parallel
Algorithms and Architectures, Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada, 2002, pp. 220–229.
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be possible to collect the input rumor of a processor v that has failed; this occurs when all the processors that have
learned the rumor of v have failed as well in the course of an execution. We consider the task of gossiping to be
completed when every processor has learned the following about each processor v: either the rumor of v or that v has
failed. Note that if a processor v fails, then some other processors may learn the input rumor of v, but some may only
get to know that v has failed. The following simple algorithm completes gossiping in just one round: each processor
sends its rumor to all the other processors. The algorithm is correct, because a message received brings the rumor,
while failing to receive a message indicates failure. A drawback of this solution is that a number of messages quadratic
in n could be sent.
In the consensus problem, the goal for processors that are prone to failures is to agree upon a common value among
input ones. Reaching consensus is related to the gossip problem, in that if every processor knows all the input values,
then the decision can be made by applying some simple rule; for instance, the processors may want to agree upon
the maximum value. Observe that just running a gossiping algorithm in a crash-prone environment is not sufficient to
reach consensus, since it may happen that some preferred value, say, the maximum one, is known to some processors
only, if the original holder of the value crashed in the course of trying to disseminate it.
1.1. Our results
This paper presents efficient gossiping algorithms and an application to reaching consensus, in a distributed syn-
chronous system with possible processor crashes. The novelty of our approach to the gossip problem is to consider
dynamic processor crashes, which requires adjusting the very definition of the problem. We develop gossiping algo-
rithms that are efficient in terms of both time and number of point-to-point messages, against adaptive adversaries
who time individual processor crashes. Let n be the number of processors; number n may be a part of code of an
algorithm. A gossiping algorithm is t-resilient if it solves gossiping in an execution with at most t crashes; number t
may be a part of code of a t-resilient algorithm.
(I) We show that there exists a t-resilient gossiping algorithm that runs in O(log2 t) time and sends O(n log2 t)
messages, if only n − t = Ω(n/polylogn). We also show that there is an (n − 1)-resilient gossiping algorithm
working in O(log2 n) time and sending O(n1.77) messages.
Communication performance achievable by an (n − 1)-resilient gossiping solution has recently been improved to
O(n1+ε), while maintainingO(log2 n) time, by Georgiou, Kowalski and Shvartsman [18], where ε > 0 is an arbitrary
constant which occurs in the code of the algorithm. These performance bounds were shown to be achievable by
a constructive algorithm, whose code can be obtained in time that is polynomial in n, by Kowalski, Musial and
Shvartsman [28].
We prove a trade-off between time and communication in gossiping, to gauge how far from optimality our algo-
rithms are, when both time and communication are taken into account.
(II) We show that, if communication is to be at most O(npolylogn), then the time to achieve gossiping against
t failures has to be at least Ω(logn/(log(n logn) − log t)).
Consider our t-resilient gossiping algorithm, which operates in O(log2 t) time and sends O(n log2 t) messages,
provided that n− t = Ω(n). When t = Θ(n), which implies t  an for some constant 0 < a < 1, then the trade-off is
most meaningful. By substituting this estimate on t into Ω(logn/(log(n logn) − log t)), we obtain that
logn
log(n logn) − log t 
logn
logn + log logn − logn + loga 
logn
log logn +O(1) .
Therefore our t-resilient gossiping algorithm is within factor O(logn log logn) close to the optimum time, among
gossiping algorithms that exchange O(n polylog n) messages.
We show how to structure a consensus algorithm to use a gossiping solution as a building block. Our consensus
algorithm is designed to be able to cope with crash failures, and is optimal with respect to time complexity for a large
class of adversaries, while being simultaneously efficient with respect to communication.
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provided n − t = Ω(n).
This is the first known consensus algorithm as close to optimality with respect to both time and communication.
The most communication-efficient previously known algorithm, among time-optimal ones, usedO(n+ tnε) messages,
for a constant ε > 0. It has also been shown before how to solve consensus with O(n) messages, but the best known
algorithms achieving this required Ω(n1+ε) time, for a constant ε > 0.
1.2. Related work
Communication primitives in networks, like broadcasting and gossiping, have been studied extensively from a
graph-theoretic point of view in networks with topologies modeled by graphs. Results depend on the assumed details
of the model of communication, in particular, whether the single-port or the multi-port model is used; in the former
case, a node may send a message to only one of its neighbors at a time, while in the latter case messages to all
neighbors can be sent and received concurrently. For surveys of such an approach to broadcasting and gossiping, see
the papers by Fraigniaud and Lazard [15], Hedetniemi, Hedetniemi and Liestman [22], Hromkovicˇ, Klasing, Monien
and Peine [23], and the book [24] by Hromkovicˇ, Klasing, Pelc, Ruzicka and Unger.
One may consider dissemination of information in a network similarly as spreading of a rumor or of an infectious
disease in a group of people, which has been studied in applied mathematics [4]. Demers et al. [9] introduced so-called
epidemic algorithms for updating data bases, in which a processor regularly chooses other processors at random and
transmits the rumors; see also the paper by Agraval, Abbadi and Steinke [1] for recent work in this direction. Such
randomized epidemic algorithms have been systematically studied by Karp, Schindelhauer, Shenker and Vöcking [25].
The problem of exchange of information when nodes do not initially know each other was considered by Harchol-
Balter, Leighton and Lewin [21]; in their solution the processors learn about each other in the course of gossiping.
Gossip-style algorithms to have processors learn about the nearest resource location were given by Kempe, Kleinberg
and Demers [27] and Kempe and Kleinberg [26].
In the prior research on the gossip problem in a failure-prone environment, either link failures or processor failures
controlled by oblivious adversaries have been considered. Permanent link failures were first studied by Berman and
Havrylycz [5]. Bagchi and Hakimi [3] investigated gossiping in networks with Byzantine node failures, in the case
when nodes can test other nodes. Application of gossiping to gathering information about occurrences of failures was
proposed by van Renesse, Minsky and Hayden [35]. Gossiping with transient stochastic link failures and permanent
stochastic node failures was considered by Chlebus, Diks and Pelc [6]. See a survey by Pelc [33] for more on the
previous research on fault-tolerant broadcasting and gossiping.
The problem of consensus was introduced by Pease, Shostak and Lamport [32]. They showed [29,32] that num-
ber t of faulty processors needs to be smaller than n/3 for a solution to exist, assuming synchrony and Byzantine
faults. Fisher, Lynch and Paterson [14] showed that the problem is unsolvable in the asynchronous message-passing
setting, even with only one crash failure. Relevance of the consensus problem to fault-tolerant broadcast and other
communication problems was discussed by Hadzilacos and Toueg [20]. Fisher and Lynch [13] showed that a synchro-
nous solution to consensus requires t + 1 rounds, when t is the tolerable number of failures. Garay and Moses [17]
developed an algorithm with polynomial-size messages and operating in t + 1 rounds, for n > 3t processors subject
to Byzantine failures. The message complexity of consensus, when no failures actually occur, was studied by Amdur,
Weber and Hadzilacos [2] and by Hadzilacos and Halpern [19].
Dolev and Reischuk [10] studied the message complexity of consensus in the case of Byzantine faults. They
distinguished between pure Byzantine faults and a less demanding situation when some (cryptographic) authentication
mechanism is available, which makes forging signatures of forwarded messages impossible. They showed lower bound
Ω(nt) on the number of signatures, for any algorithm using authentication, which is also a lower bound on the total
number of messages for any protocol without authentication. They showed that any algorithm with authentication
needs to send Ω(n + t2) messages, and that achieving these many messages is possible. This shows that, in the case
of sufficiently malicious faults, the required number of messages can be quadratic in n.
The issue of message complexity of consensus is radically different for crash failures. For a long time, only a trivial
linear lower bound Ω(n) on the number of messages has been known and the issue of its optimality was open. Dwork,
Halpern and Waarts [11] found a solution with O(n logn) messages but with an exponential time. Finally, Galil,
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optimal. The drawback of their solution is that it runs in overlinear time O(n1+ε), for any fixed 0 < ε < 1. A solution
to consensus is early-stopping, if the running time isO(s+1), where s is the actual number of failures in an execution.
Galil, Mayer and Yung [16] found an early-stopping solution with O(n + snε) communication complexity, for any
0 < ε < 1.
Upfal [34] showed how an almost-everywhere agreement can be achieved with a linear number of faults in networks
of bounded degree, which strengthened a related result by Dwork, Peleg, Pippenger and Upfal [12]. This approach, to
use networks of bounded degree and high connectivity to obtain fault-tolerance, was extended by Chlebus, Ga˛sieniec,
Kowalski and Shvartsman [7] in their work on the problem to perform independent and similar tasks in a message-
passing environment with processor crashes.
2. Technical preliminaries
In this section, we specify the distributed setting in which gossiping and consensus algorithms are developed and
analyzed.
The distributed system is synchronous, with all processors having access to a global clock. Processors are prone to
crashes. An algorithm terminates at a round, if this is the first round by which each processor has either stopped vol-
untarily or crashed. There are n processors, each with a unique integer name (ID) in the interval {1, . . . , n}. Number n
is known to all the processors, in the sense that it may be a part of code of an algorithm.
2.1. Abstract communication
Processors communicate among themselves by sending messages. Each processor can send a message to any subset
of processors in one round. The size of a message is assumed to be sufficiently large to carry the complete local state
of a processor, as determined by the executed algorithm at hand.
We abstract from the underlying communication mechanism implemented on the network level. What we call
“sending a message” is actually an event in an execution of a distributed algorithm, of having the message sent
and delivered. The motivation to use the model is to decouple a high-level distributed problem, like gossiping or
consensus, from lower level communication tasks, like routing, that need to be implemented on the network level, so
as to concentrate on solving the distributed problem at hand.
Implementing a routing mechanism, to provide the needed robustness of communication in a crash-prone system
we consider, may incur an additional communication overhead. A message to be exchanged between two processors
may need to be routed and traverse a possibly long path in the underlying physical communication network, so that the
time of delivery of the message, which we assume to be one round, may take a number of clock cycles. Similarly, the
local state of a processor may be too large to fit into a packet that is transmitted in one round; if so then the information
needs to be sent in a series of packets. These and similar lower-level aspects of communication are disregarded in the
model of this paper.
2.2. Performance metrics
We consider two measures of performance: time and communication. Communication denotes the total number of
point-to-point messages sent by termination. Our definition of communication complexity abstracts from the topology
of the underlying communication network and from the routing mechanism on the network level. What is meant by
a point-to-point message is not necessarily a single transmission over a communication link, but rather the event of
a message sent between a pair of processors. Time is measured as the number of rounds that occur by termination.
A round is such a number of clock cycles that is sufficient to guarantee the completion of any of the following: (1) re-
ceiving all the messages delivered in the previous round, (2) performing any local computations between receiving
and sending messages, and (3) sending a message to an arbitrary set of processors and having it delivered to each
recipient.
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Processors may fail by crashing. We do not assume failures to be clean: if a processor fails, while attempting to
multicast a message, then some of the recipients may receive the message and some may not. The communication is
reliable except for that, in the sense that messages are not lost or corrupted while in transit.
Occurrences of failures are considered in the framework of adversarial models. Our adversaries are adaptive, in
that they make decisions on-line which processors to fail. An adversary is size bounded if there is an upper bound on
the number of failures allowed to occur. Usually we want a bound on the number of crashes to be explicit; when this
is the case, then the bound is denoted by t and the adversary is called t-bounded. An adversary is linearly-bounded if
it is t-bounded for n − t = Ω(n). The notion of a linearly-bounded adversary is to be understood as follows: bound t
on the number of failures is a function of n, so that “the adversary” is actually an infinite family of adversaries, since
the function assigns the corresponding bound t to each number n.
An algorithm may know number t , in the sense that t may be a part of code. When this is the case, then we say that
such an algorithm is designed for t failures. An algorithm that is correct in any execution consistent with the power
of a given adversary is said to be resilient against the adversary. An algorithm is t-resilient if it is resilient against the
t-bounded adversary.
2.4. Graphs
A graph G = (V ,E) consists of a set V of vertices and a set E of edges. Graphs in this paper are always simple,
which means that edges are pairs of vertices, with no direction associated with them. Graphs are used to describe
communication schemes. Set V of vertices of a graph consists of the processors of the underlying distributed system.
Edges in E determine the pairs of processors that communicate by exchanging messages, but an edge does not neces-
sarily indicate the existence of a physical link between the endpoints. For a given number n of processors, the graph
topologies that we use may depend on upper bound t on the number of crashes we want to tolerate in an execution.
The kth power Gk of G = (V ,E) is defined as follows. Graph Gk has V as its set of vertices. Two vertices are
connected by an edge in Gk if and only if there is a path between them in G of length at most k. We use specific
graphs G and Gk that have special properties. Namely, graphs G are based on constructive Ramanujan graphs given
by Lubotzky, Phillips and Sarnak [30], which are expanders. For a positive integer m, graph G(m) denotes such
a graph G with exactly m processors. Technically, G(m) simulates the corresponding Ramanujan graph of Θ(m)
processors, see [7,30]. The reason we need a simulation is that constructive expanders given in [30] exist for some
sizes only, but for any m there is such a graph of Θ(m) nodes. In what follows, we assume that m has the needed
properties so that G(m) is an expander, which we can do without affecting asymptotic bounds. Graph G(m) has a
constant degree, we denote it by Δ0. For expander G(m) to exist, number Δ0 needs to have certain number-theoretic
properties; in this paper we set Δ0 = 74. The diameter of G(m) is O(logm). See the book by Davidoff, Sarnak and
Valette [8] for an exposition of the construction of Ramanujan graphs and a discussion of their properties.
In Definition 1, and elsewhere, notation lnx means the natural logarithm of x. Notation lgx denotes the logarithm
of x to the base 2. If the base of a logarithm can be chosen arbitrarily, as within an asymptotic notation, then we use
the generic notation logx.
Definition 1. Let t < m be a pair of positive integers. Graph G is said to satisfy property R(m, t) if G has m vertices
and if, for each subgraph R ⊆ G of size at least m − t , there is a subgraph P(R) of G such that the following hold:
1: P(R) ⊆ R. 3: The diameter of P(R) is at most 2 + 30 lnm.
2:
∣∣P(R)∣∣= |R|/7. 4: If R1 ⊆ R2, then P(R1) ⊆ P(R2).
Observe that graph P(R) is connected, even if R is not, since its diameter is finite. Upfal showed in [34] that if
m − t  7172m, then graph G(m) has property R(m, t). This was later extended by Chlebus, Ga˛sieniec, Kowalski and
Shvartsman [7]: they showed that, for any parameter t , such that t < m, a graph that is a sufficiently large power
of G(m) has property R(m, t). This result is used in the following form:
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be the smallest positive integer such that G(m) has property R(m, t). The maximum degree Δ of graph G(m) is
O( m
m−t )
2 logλ Δ0 , for a constant λ > 1 that depends on degree Δ0 of graph G(m).
Fact 2. [7] If Δ0 = 74, then one can take λ = 27/2 in Fact 1.
In what follows, number  is as defined in Fact 1. Let n be the number of processors and let t be an upper bound on
the number of crashes that we are willing to tolerate. From now on, the parameter m is fixed to value m = min{n,2t}.
Property R(m, t) motivates the following terminology.
Definition 2. Let m = min{n,2t}. A subgraph K ⊆ G(m) is compact if the size of K is at least (m − t)/7 and the
diameter of K is at most 2 + 30 lnm.
Definition 3. Consider a subgraph K ⊆ G(m), for m = min{n,2t}. A processor p in K is said to be compact in K if
there are at least (m − t)/7 nodes in K of distance at most 2 + 30 lnm from p; these processors are said to make the
compact neighborhood of p in K .
Subgraph K ⊆ G(m) in Definition 3 may not be compact; if K is compact, then any processor in K is compact
in K . PropertyR(m, t) can be rephrased in terms of compactness as follows: if the number of faults is at most t , then
the subgraph of G(m) induced by the non-faulty processors contains at least (m − t)/7 compact processors.
Definition 4. The communication graph G(n, t) is defined as follows. All the processors in the system serve as
vertices. Edges are of two kinds. First, we take the edges of a graph isomorphic with G(m), where m = min{n,2t}.
Its vertices are the processors with IDs in the range from 1 through m. Number  is smallest among numbers i such
that graph G(m)i has property R(m, t). Secondly, if m < n, then we add all connections of the form (p, q), where
p m and the relation q ≡ p mod m holds.
The existence of communication graph G(n, t) follows from Fact 1.
3. Gossiping algorithms
We start with specifying the goal that gossiping algorithms need to achieve.
Definition 5. We say that processor p has heard about processor q if either p knows the original input rumor of q or
p knows that q has already crashed.
An algorithm is said to solve the gossiping problem if each processor p eventually halts and p has heard about any
other processor by the round in which p halts.
The code of a gossiping algorithm includes objects that depend on number n of processors in the system and
on number t < n of failures that the algorithm is expected to tolerate. This property is captured by our definition of
algorithms designed for t failures. The parameter m and the notion of a leader, to be introduced shortly in Definition 6,
are examples of features depending on number t in an algorithm designed for t failures.
3.1. Categories of processors
We partition the set of all n processors into m groups, where m = min{n,2t}. Groups are of balanced size, each
has either n/m or n/m processors.
Definition 6. Let m = min{n,2t}. Group D(i), for 1  i  m, is defined to consist of processors q such that q ≡
i mod m. A processor with the smallest ID in a group is called its leader.
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the leaders is isomorphic to G(m). Leaders may have one of two possible statuses. Each leader starts gossiping as a
collector; while in this role, the leader seeks actively information about rumors of other processors by sending direct
inquiries to some of them. A collector becomes a disseminator after it has heard about all the processors: the role is to
disseminate the knowledge by sending the local view to other selected processors. Processors that are not leaders do
not seek information on their own, relying instead on the initiative of the leaders: an ordinary processor simply waits
till messages come to it. If such a message is an inquiry from a collector, then the ordinary processor replies to it by
sending back its local state. If the message is a summary of knowledge from a disseminator, then the purpose is only
to make the ordinary processor sufficiently well informed, and hence no response is sent back.
3.2. Local views
Each processor p starts with knowing only its ID and its input information rumorp . To store incoming data,
processor p maintains the following arrays: Rumorsp , Activep and Pendingp , each of size n. All these arrays
are initialized to store value nil. For local array Xp of processor p, we denote its qth entry by Xp[q]. The array
Rumor is used to store all the rumors that a processor knows. At the start, processor p sets Rumorsp[p] to its own
input rumorp . Each time processor p learns some rumorq , it immediately sets Rumorsp[q] to this value. The array
Active is used to store the set of all the processors that the owner of the array knows as crashed. Once processor p
learns that some processor q has failed, it immediately sets Activep[q] to failed. Notice that processor p has heard
about processor q if one among the values Rumorsp[q] and Activep[q] is not equal to nil.
The purpose of using array Pending is to facilitate dissemination. Each time processor p learns that some other
processor q is fully informed, that is, q is either a disseminator itself or has been notified by a disseminator, then
p marks this information in Pendingp[q]. If p is a leader, then it uses array Pendingp to send dissemination
messages in a systematic way, by scanning Pendingp to find these processors that may not have heard about some
processor.
The following terminology about the current contents of arrays Active and Pending is useful. Processor q is
said to be active according to p, if p has not yet received any information implying that q crashed, which is the
same as having nil in Activep[q]. Processor q is said to need to be notified by p if q is active according to p and
Pendingp[q] is equal to nil.
3.3. Graph and range messages
Processor p may send a message to its neighbor q in graph G(n, t), provided that q is still active according to p.
Such a message is called graph one. Sending these messages only is not sufficient to complete gossiping, because
the communication graph may become disconnected due to crashes of nodes. Hence other messages are also sent, to
cover all the processors in a systematic way. To define how this part of the communication scheme works, we refer to
a partitioning of all the processors into chunks.
Definition 7. The chunk number w is defined as follows: if 2t < n then w = 2t , otherwise w = n− t . Chunk C(i), for
1 i w, consists of processors q such that relation q ≡ i mod w holds.
The chunk number w is always at most m: if 2t < n then w = m, otherwise w = m − t . Chunks are of balanced
size: if 2t < n, then each chunk has either n/(2t) or n/(2t) elements, otherwise each chunk has either n/(n− t)
or n/(n − t) elements. If 2t < n, then chunks and groups are the same, since equality C(i) = D(i) holds, for each
1 i m = w. If 2t  n, then sets D(i) are singletons, and each C(i) consists of either n/(n − t) or n/(n − t)
singleton groups. See Fig. 1 for a visualization of graph G(n, t), groups, chunks and leaders. Define the first chunk
with a given property to be the chunk with the smallest number among these that have the property.
We consider permutations of the integers in {1, . . . ,w}. Each processor p has such a local permutation πp . Proces-
sor p considers the chunks as ordered by their numbers according to its local permutation πp , that is, in the order
πp(1),πp(2), . . . , πp(w).
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on the left. The case of m = n 2t is depicted on the right.
A collector p sends a range message to the first chunk containing a processor about which p has not heard yet.
Such an inquiring message is sent simultaneously to all such processors in the chunk. Each recipient of such a message
sends back a range message, which is called reply one.
Disseminators send range messages also to subsets of chunks. Such messages are called notifying ones. The target
chunk selected by disseminator p is the first one containing a processor that still needs to be notified by p, and the
message goes to all the processors in the chunk that share this property. Notifying messages need not to be replied to:
a sender already knows the rumors of all the processors that are active according to it; the purpose of the message is
to disseminate this knowledge.
3.4. Generic gossiping algorithm
We define a scheme of algorithms, which is simply called the generic algorithm, see Fig. 2. To obtain a full in-
stantiation requires specifying a communication graph, a termination threshold, and local permutations. An execution
starts with the processors initializing all the local objects. Processor p initializes its list Rumorsp to nil at all loca-
tions, except for the pth one, which is set equal to rumorp . If processor p is a leader, then it starts as collector. The
remaining part of execution is structured as a loop, in which phases are iterated a prescribed number of times. Each
phase consists of three parts: receiving messages, local computation, and multicasting messages. A phase is either
regular or ending. Graph and range messages are sent during regular phases. Regular phases are performed T times;
number T is called termination threshold. After this, the ending phase is performed four times. A pseudo code of the
regular phase is in Fig. 3, and a pseudo code of the ending phase is in Fig. 4.
3.5. Last-resort messages
Messages sent during ending phases are called last-resort ones. These messages are categorized into inquiring,
replying, and notifying, as the corresponding range ones, which serve similar purposes. Collectors that have not heard
about some processors yet send direct inquiries to all of these processors simultaneously. Such messages are called
inquiring. They are replied to by the non-faulty recipients in the next round, by way of sending reply messages. This
(1) Perform the regular phase T times
(2) Perform the ending phase four times
Fig. 2. The generic gossiping algorithm. It is parametrized by communication graph, termination threshold T , and family Π of local permutations.
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COMPUTATION ROUND:
a. Update the local arrays
b. If p is a collector that has already heard about all the processors, then become a disseminator
SENDING ROUND: For each processor q:
a. If q is active according to p and q is a neighbor of p in the communication graph, then send a graph message to q
b. If p is a collector and q is in the first chunk with a processor about which p has not heard yet, then send an inquiring message to q
c. If p is a disseminator and q is in the first chunk with a processor that needs to be notified by p, then send a notifying message to q
d. If q is collector from which an inquiring message was received in the receiving round of this phase, then send a reply message to q
Fig. 3. The regular phase of the generic gossiping algorithm. Graph and range messages are being sent in this phase. Code for processor p. The
ordering of chunks that processor p uses is determined by permutation πp ∈ Π .
phase converts all the collectors into disseminators. In the next phase, each disseminator sends a message to all the
processors that need to be notified by it. Such messages are called notifying ones.
The number of graph messages sent by a processor at a round of a regular phase is at most as large as the maximum
node degree in the communication graph. The number of range messages sent by a processor in a round of regular
phase is at most as large as the size of a chunk. In contrast to this, there is no a priori upper bound on the number of
messages sent during ending phase. By choosing termination threshold, one may control how much work still needs
to be done during the ending phases, which is discussed in detail in Sections 4 and 5.
3.6. Updating local view
A message sent by a processor carries its current local knowledge. More precisely, a message sent by processor p
brings the following: the ID of p, the arrays Rumorsp , Activep , and Pendingp , and a label to notify the recipient
about the role of the message. Labels are selected from the following set: graph_message, inquiry_from_collector,
notification_from_disseminator, this_is_a_reply, their meaning is self-explanatory. A processor p scans a newly re-
ceived message from some processor q to learn about rumors, failures, and the current status of other processors.
Processor p copies each rumor from the received copy of Rumorsq into Rumorsp , except for the rumors that are
already there. Processor p sets Activep[r] to failed, if this value is at Activeq [r]. Processor p sets Pendingp[r]
to done, if this value is at Pendingq [r]. Processor p sets Pendingp[q] to done, if q is a disseminator and the
received message is a range one. If p is itself a disseminator, then p sets Pendingp[q] to done immediately after
sending a range message to q . If processor p expects a message to come from processor q , for instance a graph one
from a neighbor in the communication graph, or a reply one, and the message does not arrive, then p knows that
processor q has failed, so p sets Activep[q] to failed.
RECEIVING ROUND: Receive messages
COMPUTATION ROUND:
a. Update the local arrays
b. If p is a collector that has already heard about all the processors, then become a disseminator
SENDING ROUND: For each processor q:
a. If p is a collector and p has not heard about q yet, then send an inquiring message to q
b. If p is a disseminator and q needs to be notified by p, then send a notifying message to q
c. If an inquiring message was received from q in the receiving round of this phase, then send a reply message to q
Fig. 4. The ending phase of the generic gossiping algorithm. Last-resort messages are sent in this phase. Code for processor p.
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We show next that the generic algorithm is a correct solution of gossiping.
Lemma 1. An instantiation of the generic gossiping algorithm designed for t < n failures is a t-resilient solution of
gossiping.
Proof. We start with an observation that if t < n, then there is a leader that never fails. To show this, consider two
cases. If 2t < n, then the number of leaders is m = 2t < n: hence at most a half of them crash. If 2t  n, then every
processor is a leader: hence any processor that never fails justifies the claim.
Consider the round just before the first ending phase is executed. If a leader p has not heard about some other
processor q yet, then p sends a last-resort message to q in the first ending phase. The message is replied to in the
second ending phase, unless processor q has already crashed. In any case, in the third ending phase processor p either
learns the input rumor of q or it gets to know that q has failed. The fourth ending phase provides an opportunity to all
the processors to receive notifying messages, in case such messages were sent by p. 
4. From randomized to deterministic gossiping
This section is the first one of the two in which we discuss the complexity of gossiping algorithms. The following
parameters are parts of code of the algorithms: number n of processors, upper bound t on the number of failures
in an execution, and integer termination threshold T . Each algorithm uses also family Π = {πp}1pw of local
permutations. Family Π is either a part of code, in deterministic variants of the algorithm, or it is generated randomly
in randomized ones. The algorithms of this section use communication graph G(n, t) described in Definition 4: it
depends on the number t of faults and its maximum degree is as given in Fact 1. Algorithms with this property have
word ‘unbalanced’ in their names. This is in contrast with the “balanced” algorithm of Section 5, which employs a
graph with the maximum node degree depending only on n.
A randomized instantiation of the generic “unbalanced” algorithm is called RANDOMIZED-UNBALANCED-
GOSSIP. It uses family Π = {πp}1pw obtained by each processor p by generating a random permutation πp at
the start of an execution. This is done uniformly at random with respect to all the permutations and independently
over all the processors. A deterministic instantiation of the generic “unbalanced” gossiping algorithm is called UN-
BALANCED-GOSSIP. It uses family Π = {πp}1pw that is a part of its code.
We consider two conceptual lists Rp and Sp for every processor p. Each of these lists initially contains all the
chunks of processors ordered according to πp . Each chunk with the property that p has already heard about all the
elements in this chunk is removed from list Rp . Each chunk without an element that p still needs to notify is removed
from list Sp . Both lists Rp and Sp shrink in the course of an execution. If p is a leader, then p becomes a disseminator
exactly when list Rp disappears altogether. If p is a collector, then p sends range messages to all the processors in
the first chunk of Rp that p still has not heard about. If p is a disseminator, then p sends range messages to all the
processors in the first chunk of list Sp that p still needs to notify.
An execution is partitioned into segments of phases, so that one such a segment is sufficient for all the processors
in a compact subgraph to communicate.
Definition 8. An execution is partitioned into segments of consecutive regular phases, called stages. A stage com-
prises c ·(2+30 lnm) regular phases, possibly with an exception of the last one, for a parameter c 1 to be determined
later, where m = min{n,2t}.
The value of parameter c in Definition 8 is determined in the proof of Lemma 3. Let K be a subgraph of G(m).
Notation rK(i), or simply r(i) if graph K is understood from context, denotes the size of the set of all the chunks
that are on any list Rp at the end of stage i of algorithm RANDOMIZED-UNBALANCED-GOSSIP, for p in K . More
precisely, rK(i) denotes number |⋃p∈K Rp|, where Rp are as at the end of stage i. Numbers sK(i) and s(i) are
defined similarly in terms of lists Sp .
The following Lemma 2 is applied to measure the rate of shrinking of lists Rp and Sp caused by range messages
sent by processor p. In the proof of this fact, an estimate on the probability of deviation from the expected number of
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is known as the Chernoff bound and is as follows: if Bk is the number of successes in k Bernoulli trials, each with
probability x of success, then the probability of deviation from the expected value μ = kx can be estimated by
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for 0 < δ < 1.
Lemma 2. Let K be a subgraph of G(m) induced by vertices that never fail in an execution, and whose diameter
is at most 2 + 30 lnm at the end of stage i + 1 of algorithm RANDOMIZED-UNBALANCED-GOSSIP. If a stage takes
c · (2 + 30 lnm) phases, then inequality
r(i + 1)max{r(i − 1) − |K| lnm, r(i − 1)/2} (1)
holds with probability that is at least 1 − exp(−c|K| lnm/30). The same estimates hold for numbers s(i).
Proof. We consider numbers r(i) only, since exactly the same arguments apply to numbers s(i). Let us consider a
processor p and the corresponding list Rp . For each chunk that is not in a certain list Rq at stage i − 1, processor p
receives a message from q in stage i that results in the chunk removed from Rp , in case the chunk was there. Hence
a worst case, in terms of the rate of shrinking, occurs when each chunk that is on list Rp is on every other list Rq , for
q ∈ K . Exchange of information based both on the graph structure and on the randomly sent range messages occurs
concurrently in each stage. In the proof, for the sake of clarity, we consider two consecutive stages: the information
about discrepancies among the lists is shared by exchanging graph messages during the first stage, say i, and a
probabilistic analysis regarding range messages applies for the next stage i + 1.
Let us consider the choices of chunks made by the processors in K as occurring sequentially. Consider a sequence
of 30|K| lnm consecutive trials X1,X2, . . . , which represents the case of c = 1. Suppose that there is no transfer
of information among the processors and hence that the trials are independent. In a real execution of the algorithm,
processors exchange information about chunks already eliminated, hence the assumption about independence defines
a scenario in which the algorithm is worse off in terms of the rate of decreasing of the sizes of the lists.
The case of inequality |K| lnm > r(i − 1)/2:
Let us consider it to be a success in trial Xi if either a new chunk is selected or the number of chunks selected
already by this trial is at least r(i − 1)/2. The probability of success in a trial is at least 1/2, because either it is
sufficient to select a chunk from among a group of more than half of all r(i − 1) chunks, or a success is certain
to happen. Consider a sequence of 30|K| lnm Bernoulli trials Y1, Y2, . . . , each with probability 1/2 of success. We
define two events. Event B1 occurs, if the number of successes in trials 〈Xi〉 is at least r(i − 1)/2. Event B2 occurs, if
the number of successes in trials 〈Yi〉 is at least r(i − 1)/2. We have Pr[B1] Pr[B2].
The case of inequality |K| lnm r(i − 1)/2:
Let us consider it a success in trial Xi if either a new chunk is selected or the number of chunks selected already by
this trial is at least |K| lnm. The probability of success in a trial is at least 1/2, because either it is sufficient to select
a chunk from among a group of more than half of all r(i − 1) chunks, or a success is certain to happen. Consider a
sequence of 30|K| lnm Bernoulli trials Y1, Y2, . . . , each with probability 1/2 of success. We define two events. Event
B1 occurs, if the number of successes in trials 〈Xi〉 is at least |K| lnm. Event B2 occurs, if the number of successes in
trials 〈Yi〉 is at least |K| lnm. We have Pr[B1] Pr[B2].
In both cases above, it is sufficient to estimate probability that event B2 does not happen. The expected number
of successes in trials 〈Yi〉 is μ = 15|K| lnm. It follows, from the Chernoff bound with δ = 1/15, that the proba-
bility for event B2 not to occur is at most exp(−|K| lnm/30). A full stage can be partitioned into c independent
substages, each consisting of 2 + 30 lnm phases. We obtain that inequality (1) holds with probability that is at least
1 − exp(−c|K| lnm/30). 
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executions, in which at most t crashes occur. For each γ > 0, there is α > 0 such that gossiping is successfully











by this phase, with probability that is at least 1 − exp(−γ (m − t) lnm).
Proof. First we show that, by the regular phase α lgw lnm, all lists Rp and Sp are empty with the probability as
claimed, for any non-faulty processor p. Let L be a fixed subgraph of G(m) induced by m − t vertices. Consider
these executions in which no node of L ever fails. Let K be a subgraph of L induced by (m − t)/7 vertices and of a
diameter at most 2 + 30 lnm. Such a subgraph exists by Fact 1. In what follows in this proof, we consider only even
stage numbers i; a stage with an even number is simply called even itself. Notation r(i) denotes rK(i).
A stage i is said to be subtracting if r(i + 1) r(i − 1) − m−t7 lnm. A stage i is said to be halving if r(i + 1)
r(i − 1)/2. A stage i that is neither subtracting nor halving, while r(i + 1) > 0, is called useless. We show first that
there are O(1) subtracting stages. To this end, consider two cases. If 2t < n, then w = 2t and m − t = 2t − t = t .
Otherwise, if 2t  n, then w = n− t = m− t . Next, there could be at most 1+ lgw halving stages i, while r(i+1) > 0.
Therefore, there is a constant β > 0 with the following property: if there is no useless stage among the first even
β + lgw ones, then r(β + lgw) = 0. Let us fix β to denote the smallest number with this property.
We estimate the probability that there is a useless stage among the first even β + lgw ones. Consider a specific
graph L. By Lemma 2, the probability of the event that a given stage i is useless is at most exp(−c|K| lnm/30).
Therefore, the probability that there is a useless stage among the first even β + lgw ones, for graph L, is at most














subgraphs L. Hence the probability that there is a useless stage among the first even β + lgw ones, for an arbitrary
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(−γ (m − t) lnm),
if c > 0 is sufficiently large. Let us fix c to denote the smallest number with this property and such that the length
of a stage in Definition 8 is a positive integer. We have just shown that some collectors have not become converted
into disseminators after β + lgw even-numbered stages with probability of at most exp(−γ (m− t) lnm)/2. Similarly,
assuming that there are no collectors at a stage, after the same number β + lgw of even-numbered stages some
disseminators fail to notify all the non-faulty processors, with probability of at most exp(−γ (m − t) lnm)/2.
It follows that after 4(β+ lgw) stages the algorithm terminates with probability of at least 1−exp(−γ (m− t) lnm).
The existence of constant α, as in the claim of the lemma we are proving, follows from the estimate 4(β + lgw) on
the number of stages, and the duration c · (2 + 30 lnm) of a stage in terms of phases. Note that, since m and w are
both O(t), bound α logw logm is O(log2 t).
Next we estimate the amount of communication generated in an execution, assuming that O(log2 t) regular phases
suffice to complete gossiping. In such phases, the leaders send graph and range messages, while the ordinary proces-
sors may send reply ones. Each reply message corresponds to an inquiring range message received from a leader,
hence we may restrict our attention to counting messages sent by leaders only.
The number of graph messages sent by leaders is bounded above by the following product:
(number m of leaders) × (number O(log2 t) of phases)× (maximum degree Δ of the communication graph).
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leaders is bounded above by the following product:
(number m of leaders) × (number O(log2 t) of phases)× (the size of a chunk).
There are two cases to consider, corresponding to these in Definition 7 of chunk number w. If 2t < n, then m = 2t , and
the size of a chunk is n/(2t): it follows that the number of range messages is O(t · log2 t · n
t
) =O(n log2 t). If 2t  n,
then m = n, and the size of a chunk is n/(n− t): it follows that the number of range messages isO(n · log2 t · n
n−t ). This
amount is asymptotically as in (2) because inequality 2 logλ Δ0  1 holds, for the constants of Fact 2 used throughout
the paper. 
Next we show, by way of applying the probabilistic method, that there is a deterministic instantiation of UN-
BALANCED-GOSSIP of the same worst-case complexity as the expected one of algorithm RANDOMIZED-UNBA-
LANCED-GOSSIP.
Theorem 1. Algorithm UNBALANCED-GOSSIP designed for t failures can be implemented to complete gossiping in
O(log2 t) time, while sending O(n( n
n−t )
17/5 log2 t) messages, against the t-bounded adversary.
Proof. The correctness part follows from Lemma 1. What remains to prove is the complexity bounds. To this end,
we use Lemma 3. Take number γ such that exp(−γ (m − t) lnm) < 1. Let α > 0 be the corresponding number, as
stipulated in Lemma 3. It follows that there exists a family of local permutations Π such that termination threshold
T = α lgw lnm =O(log2 t) guarantees completion of gossiping without invoking ending phases. Make this threshold
value T and such family Π a part of code of algorithm UNBALANCED-GOSSIP.
We substitute the values of constants λ and Δ0 given by Fact 2 to estimate the exponent in bound (2) of Lemma 3.
By direct inspection, inequality 2 logλ Δ0 < 17/5 holds for Δ0 = 74 and λ = 27/2. Therefore O(n( nn−t )17/5 log2 t) is
a bound on communication. 
Algorithm UNBALANCED-GOSSIP can be implemented to run in O(polylog t) time and with O(npolylogn) mes-
sages, provided number of failures t < n is sufficiently small, as we show next.
Corollary 1. If n − t = Ω(n/ loga n), for a constant a  0, then algorithm UNBALANCED-GOSSIP designed for
t failures can be implemented to run in O(log2 t) time, while sending O(n log17a/5 n log2 t) messages, against the
t-bounded adversary.
Proof. The complexity bounds follow from Theorem 1, since n
n−t =O(loga n). 
We consider a special case when the adversary is linearly bounded, which means that n − t = Ω(n).
Corollary 2. If the t-bounded adversary is linearly bounded, then algorithm UNBALANCED-GOSSIP designed for
t failures can be implemented to run in O(log2 t) time, while sending O(n log2 t) messages against the t-bounded
adversary.
Proof. By the definition of adversary, we have that n − t = Ω(n/ loga n) for a = 0. Therefore the estimate on the
number of messages in Corollary 1 becomes O(n log2 t). 
Family Π used in the proofs of Theorem 1 and Corollaries 1 and 2 has been only proved to exist, hence the code
of the instantiation of algorithm UNBALANCED-GOSSIP in these statements is not constructive.
5. Gossiping against many failures
In this section we consider gossiping in a scenario when all but one processors may crash. We show how to perform
(n − 1)-resilient gossiping with communication that is subquadratic in n, while the time is O(log2 n) only.
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given in Lemma 3, is large for the number of failures t close to n, because communication graph G(n, t) has the cor-
respondingly large degree. Deterministic algorithm UNBALANCED-GOSSIP completes gossiping such that messages
are sent during regular phases only. Ending phases are designed to be the last resort. They guarantee correctness, but
they are not necessary in deterministic implementations. To improve the communication performance in the case when
the number of failures t is close to n, we force the algorithm to use ending phases. The idea is to balance the amount of
communication during regular phases with that occurring during ending phases. The resulting algorithm is “balanced”
in this sense. The pseudo code is again as in Fig. 2; the difference with “unbalanced” algorithms of Section 4 is that if
t > t (n), for some function t (n) we determine next, then graph G(n, t (n)) is used as the communication graph, rather
than graph G(n, t).
A suitable function t (n) is determined as follows. The amount of communication contributed in regular phases
is estimated in the proof of Theorem 1 and is given in (2). During ending phases, the communication is simply
O(n(n − t (n))). Select t (n) so that these two quantities are comparable:
n
(
n − t (n))= n
(
n
n − t (n)
)2 logλ Δ0
log2 n. (3)
Solving for t (n) gives
t (n) = n − n1− 11+2 logλ Δ0 log 21+2 logλ Δ0 n. (4)
Algorithm BALANCED-GOSSIP is used with communication graph G(n, t (n)), which depends only on n.
Theorem 2. Algorithm BALANCED-GOSSIP can be implemented to operate in time O(log2 n) and send O(n1.77)
messages, even if only one processor may remain non-faulty in an execution.
Proof. Let us start with the time bound. Algorithm UNBALANCED-GOSSIP uses graph G(n, t (n)) and so it runs in
O(log2 t (n)) time, by Theorem 1. We have that t (n) =O(n), by (4), hence log2 t (n) =O(log2 n).
The number of messages is O(n(n − t (n))). Substituting the value of t (n) given in (4), we obtain
n − t (n) = n1− 11+2 logλ Δ0 log 21+2 logλ Δ0 n .
Direct calculations show that quantity n(n − t (n)) is O(n1.77) for the specific constants Δ0 = 74 and λ = 27/2 we
use throughout the paper. 
Observe that algorithm BALANCED-GOSSIP is the same as UNBALANCED-GOSSIP for the special case when
bound t on the number of failures is equal to t = t (n). If bound t on the number of failures satisfies t < t (n), then
algorithm UNBALANCED-GOSSIP outperforms BALANCED-GOSSIP in terms of the number of messages, because it
can be implemented to terminate without invoking ending phases.
6. Trade-off for gossiping
Suppose that at most O(n polylog n) messages are sent in each execution of a t-resilient gossiping algorithm. Our
goal in this section is to show that the algorithm sometimes performs a number of rounds that is close to logarithmic
in n. More precisely, we prove the following:
Theorem 3. If rumors are from an infinite domain and a t-resilient gossiping algorithm A generates O(n loga n)
messages, for a constant a > 0, then Ω( lognlog(n logn)−log t ) rounds are needed to complete gossiping by A.
The remaining part of this section is devoted to a proof of this result. Let n and t < n be fixed. We will show
that there is such a constant b > 0 that, for each sequence of input rumors I = (rumor1, . . . , rumorn), there is such a
strategy FI of a t-bounded adversary, that there exists a processor pI that has not heard about some other processor qI
after b logn/(log(n logn) − log t) rounds of an execution of algorithm A.
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the number of non-faulty processors after round i, and let x > 0 be a parameter. By the assumption on the message
complexity, we have that in each round of an execution of algorithm A, at most βn loga n messages are sent, for
some constant β > 0. Observe that during the (i + 1)th round of communication, at most ni/(2x) processors receive
messages from more than xβ loga n processors. Let the adversary’s strategy be to fail these processors in round i.
Numbers ni satisfy inequality ni  ni−1(1−1/(2x)). It follows, by induction on i, that inequality ni  n(1−1/(2x))i
holds, and that each non-faulty processor has heard about rumors of at most (1 + xβ loga n)i processors by round i.
The following inequalities are constrains on the involved numbers:
n
(
1 − 1/(2x))i max{n − t, n/2}; (5)(
1 + xβ loga n)i  n/2. (6)
There are two cases to consider. If n − t  n/2, then estimates
i/(2x) =O(1) and i logx + i log logn =O(logn)
hold, which implies that i =O(logn/ log logn). If n − t > n/2, then
1 − i/(2x) 1 − t/n and i log(x logn) =O(logn),
and hence i =O(logn/ log(x logn)) =O(logn/ log(n logn/t)). Now one can verify directly that there is a constant b
such that the following values
i = b logn/(log(n logn) − log t) and x = log(n logn) − log t
satisfy inequalities (5) and (6). We conclude that, after b logn/(log(n logn) − log t) rounds, there are at least n − t
non-faulty processors such that each of them has not heard about some other non-faulty processor.
Let pI and qI , for input rumors I , denote processors such that pI has not heard about qI , and both of them are
non-faulty. We still need to show that processor pI could not decide correctly on the rumor of processor qI , in spite
of lack of communication. We assume that rumors are from an infinite domain; for instance, they can be arbitrary
positive integers. Let a message pattern be defined to be the sequence of sets of pairs of processors communicating
directly in consecutive rounds of an execution of algorithm A. Denote byMI the message pattern determined by I .
The sets of different message patterns MI and of failure strategies FI are both finite, as well as the set of pairs
of processors pI and qI . The number of possible initial configurations I of rumors is infinite. It follows, by the
pigeonhole principle, that there are two different inputs I1 and I2 such that the rumor of qI1 is distinct from the rumor
of qI2 , while the following are pairwise equal: qI1 = qI2 , FI2 = FI2 and MI1 =MI2 . To show this, suppose to the
contrary that for all fixed elements among message pattern M, failure pattern F , and the processors p and q , all the
inputs I with these fixed elements have the same rumorq . Since the number of possibilities to fix the elements is finite,
but the number of possible rumors is infinite, there is an input I such that each of its coordinates rumorq is different
from that for any class where a certain processor q is fixed. It follows that input I would not be in any class, which is
a contradiction.
If processor pI1 terminated by round b logn/(log(n logn)− log t), then pI1 would have to decide by then what the
rumor of processor qI1 was. This decision would have to be the same that pI2 made in exactly the same time for the
input I2, which is impossible. This completes the proof of Theorem 3.
7. Algorithm to solve consensus
The problem of consensus is to agree on a common value in a failure-prone environment. Each processor starts
with its initial value and the value a processor decides on is its decision value. We consider the case of binary inputs,
in which each processor starts with its initial value in set {0,1}. An algorithm solves the consensus problem if it
guarantees the following:
Termination: Each processor eventually chooses a decision value, unless it crashes.
Agreement: No two processors choose different decision values.
Validity: Only a value among the initial ones may be chosen as the decision value.
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(2) Repeat 7m/(m − t) + 1 times:
a. If rumorp = 1 then send a short message to each neighbor
b. Flood components
c. Check for compactness
d. If p does not consider itself compact then set rumorp := 0
e. Perform gossiping
(3) Decide on the value rumorp
Fig. 5. Algorithm WHITE-KNIGHTS-CONSENSUS in the case when every processor is a leader. Code for processor p.
The code of a consensus algorithm may include number n of processors in the system and number t < n of failures
that the algorithm is expected to tolerate. When this is the case, then the algorithm is said to be designed for t failures,
which follows our general terminology introduced in Section 2. Similarly, a consensus algorithm is t-resilient if it
solves consensus in any execution with at most t crashes.
The most efficient consensus algorithm previously known, in terms of communication performance among algo-
rithms that are time optimal, was given by Galil, Mayer and Yung [16]. It is a t-resilient solution that operates in O(t)
time and sends O(n + tnε) messages. In this section we develop a consensus algorithm that is t-resilient, operates in
O(t) time and sends O(n log2 t) messages, provided that n − t = Ω(n).
A possible solution to consensus could be to have processors share their information among themselves and then
agree on the maximum value learned. Why not to have the processors run a gossiping algorithm and next take such
a decision? This is because the non-faulty processors would have merely heard about all the other processors after
gossiping, so different sets of original rumors might be collected by some two processors. The problem encountered
here is not incidental, since gossiping can be performed even in constant time, while t-resilient consensus requires
time t + 1.
Guided by our gossiping algorithms, we could limit communication in a consensus solution by using suitable
communication graphs. Processors would share their knowledge by using a small-degree communication graph in
the following way: they would keep exchanging local states with their neighbors over a period of time. Clearly,
the knowledge could be shared in this way in each connected component only. For that reason, we call flooding
components the operation of repeatedly exchanging information with neighbors in a graph. We would need to provide
communication between different components, hence the communication based on a communication graph would
merely be a part of a complete solution. We apply a combination of flooding components and gossiping. Flooding
makes the nodes of connected components share their knowledge. Gossiping allows to exchange knowledge among
different components; recall that our gossiping algorithms send range messages which may travel across connected-
component boundaries. The issue we need to handle is that there could be a potentially large number of components,
and each instance of gossiping could inject new values into some components. A solution is to rely on suitably defined
“large” components, because there are only “few” of them.
To develop a consensus algorithm designed for t failures, we take G(m) as the communication graph. It has
property R(m, t), which states in particular that there is a large component of non-faulty nodes that includes many
compact processors. We call the algorithm WHITE-KNIGHTS-CONSENSUS. The algorithm starts with the leaders
reaching agreement. This part of the algorithm is presented in Fig. 5. After a consensus has been reached by the
leaders, then just one additional gossiping is performed, which makes the decision generally known.
Algorithm WHITE-KNIGHTS-CONSENSUS has three operations performed: flooding components, checking for
compactness, and specialized gossiping, which we review in detail next. The operations of gossiping algorithm UN-
BALANCED-GOSSIP are modified in its calls in algorithm WHITE-KNIGHTS-CONSENSUS: the reason is that we want
merely to learn if some input rumors are equal to 1.
Flooding components: The operation of flooding components consists of performing the spreading phase m times.
A pseudo code for the spreading phase is in Fig. 6. A short message carries just a single bit, namely, the
information that 1 is among the initial values.
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COMPUTATION ROUND: If rumorp = 0 and a short message has just been received then set rumorp := 1
SENDING ROUND: If rumorp was set to 1 in this phase then send a short message to each neighbor
Fig. 6. The spreading phase used in flooding components. Code for processor p, which is assumed to be a leader.
Checking for compactness: The operation of checking for compactness consists of performing the compactness phase
2 + 30 logm times. A pseudo code for the compactness phase is in Fig. 7. A compactness message carries a
copy of the local list Nearby. To initialize its local instance of Nearby, processor p sets the list to store
just the single p at the start of the operation of checking for compactness.
Gossiping: To implement gossiping, algorithm UNBALANCED-GOSSIP is called, with the following modifications.
Local arrays Rumors are not used at all; instead, there is a boolean variable rumor. The initial value of
processor p is treated as its rumor to initialize the variable rumorp . Updating this variable during gossiping
is done by setting it immediately to 1 if its current value is 0 and 1 has been received from other processors.
Instances of variable rumor retain their contents from the preceding gossiping till the next call of gossiping,
unless it is specified otherwise. Arrays Active and Pending are initialized before each call of gossiping,
exactly as they are in the generic gossiping algorithm.
A processor is said to consider itself compact if its local list Nearby stores at least (m− t)/7 processors as entries,
just after checking for compactness has been completed. Since graph G(m) has property R(m, t), there are at least
(m − t)/7 processors that consider themselves compact after each operation of checking for compactness, provided
that the number of crashes in an execution is at most t .
Lemma 4. Let C be a connected component of the subgraph of G(m) induced by processors non-faulty just after
completing the operation of flooding components in algorithm WHITE-KNIGHTS-CONSENSUS. Then the instances of
rumor stored at processors in C are all equal.
Proof. Suppose that there exist two processors p and q in C such that p has value 1 and q has value 0 just after a
completion of flooding components. There exist two such p and q that are additionally neighbors in C. If p has value 1
before flooding, then this value is sent to q just before flooding starts, and so q receives it immediately. Otherwise, the
information about value 1 relayed by short messages arrives to p after traversing at most m − 2 edges. Hence node p
sends a short message to q by round m−1, so that node q receives it from p by round m, which is a contradiction. 
Definition 9. By an iteration we mean an iteration of the main loop (2) of algorithm WHITE-KNIGHTS-CONSENSUS
in Fig. 5. A processor is said to be a white knight in an iteration, if it starts gossiping in this iteration with the rumor
equal to 1.
Lemma 5. For any t < n, if algorithm WHITE-KNIGHTS-CONSENSUS is designed for t failures, then it is a t-resilient
algorithm solving consensus.
Proof. It is sufficient to show that the leaders reach agreement. This is because at least one leader is guaranteed to
survive, by an argument as in the proof of Lemma 1, and its decision value is proliferated by gossiping.
The code of the algorithm given in Fig. 5 guarantees that the algorithm terminates and each processor makes a
decision. This shows the property of termination. Local instances of rumor store the initial values of processors at
the start. If all of them are equal to 0, then no occurrence of 1 is ever created and 0 is the only possible decision value.
RECEIVING ROUND: Receive compactness messages, if any
COMPUTATION ROUND: Add to list Nearby all the processors received in copies of this list, except for the processors that are already there
SENDING ROUND: Send a compactness message to each neighbor
Fig. 7. The compactness phase. Code for processor p, which is assumed to be a leader.
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course of the whole execution. This processor never changes the value of its instance of rumor, hence it decides on 1.
The property of validity follows.
It remains to show that all the processors agree upon one common value. There are three cases that we consider.
Case 1: There is an iteration without a white knight.
The processors that consider themselves compact in this iteration have rumors 0. Simultaneously, these that do
not consider themselves compact and have 1 as the rumor, set their rumors to 0 just after checking for compactness.
Hence there is no instance of rumor equal to 1 at some point during this iteration. No rumor is ever set to 1 in the
following iterations and every processor decides on 0.
Case 2: There is an iteration with a white knight that survives gossiping in this iteration.
All the processors hear about the white knight during the gossiping of this iteration, and they learn its rumor,
because it does not crash till the end of gossiping. This rumor is equal to 1, hence every processor sets its rumor to 1
during this gossiping. There is at least one processor that will stay compact till the end of the execution, and this
processor will be a white knight till the end. The last gossiping makes everyone know the rumor of this white knight,
and each processor decides on 1.
Case 3: There are white knights in each iteration, but no white knight survives gossiping in any iteration.
If there is a white knight, then it has at least (m − t)/7 neighbors in its compact neighborhood just after flooding.
Each of these processors becomes a white knight, provided it survives till gossiping, by Lemma 4. If there is no white
knight after gossiping is completed in the iteration, then at least (m− t)/7 processors must have failed in the iteration.
There are 7m/(m− t)+1 iterations, each of them accounts for at least (m− t)/7 crashes. This implies that the total
number of crashes is at least (7m/(m− t) + 1) · (m− t)/7 > m, which is a contradiction. Therefore this case never
occurs in an execution with at most t crashes.
These cases exhaust all the possibilities and the property of agreement follows. 
Next we consider the time and communication complexities of WHITE-KNIGHTS-CONSENSUS. We would like to
have an algorithm that is time optimal, which means operating in time O(t). Algorithm WHITE-KNIGHTS-CONSEN-
SUS achieves this for linearly-bounded adversaries.
Theorem 4. If the t-bounded adversary is linearly-bounded, then algorithm WHITE-KNIGHTS-CONSENSUS designed
for t failures can be implemented to solve consensus in O(t) time, while sending O(n log2 t) messages, against the
t-bounded adversary.
Proof. Correctness has been shown in Lemma 5. What remains is to prove the complexity bounds. Consider nodes
that are leaders. The algorithm uses number m = min{2t, n} in its code given in Fig. 5. The number of iterations
in the main loop (2) is O(m/(m − t)). This number is O(1) when n − t = Ω(n). Each instance of gossiping takes
O(log2 t) time and generates O(m log2 t) messages, by Corollary 2. A node which is a leader is of degree O(1)
in graph G(m), by Fact 1. During each flooding, a processor sends short messages at most once. Therefore each
flooding takes O(m) =O(t) time with O(m) =O(t) messages. During checking for compactness, a processor sends
messages 2 + 30 logm =O(log t) times, each time to all the neighbors in graph G(m). Since the maximum degree
of the graph is O(1), the number of messages generated in this operation is O(m log t). Summing up, we obtain
O(t + log t + log2 t) = O(t) time with O(m + m log t + m log2 t) = O(m log2 t) messages. If m < n, which means
that some processors are not leaders, then one additional gossiping among all processors is needed. By n − t = Ω(n)
and Corollary 2, this contributes O(log2 t) =O(t) time and O(n log2 t) communication. 
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This paper provides a study of algorithmic solutions for gossiping in the case when processors may crash. The goal
for an algorithm to achieve is to make each processor hear about any other processor v, but not necessarily to learn
the original rumor of v. This appears to be a weakest reasonable requirement of gossiping with crashing faults. We
show that such gossiping algorithms can be useful by applying a gossiping procedure in a consensus algorithm that is
time optimal and message efficient against linearly-bounded adversaries.
We use graphs with a large connectivity that are also constructive. An advantage of this is that many features of
our algorithms are constructive as well. In particular, randomized versions of gossiping algorithms are constructive,
in the sense that the code is such, while an execution depends on a sequence of random bits. Deterministic gossiping
algorithms are not constructive, since they include combinatorial structures proved to exist by the probabilistic method.
By using graphs that are more connected, but not necessarily constructive, one might try to improve the efficiency of
the resulting gossiping algorithms. Alternatively, one might try to develop solutions of a comparable performance that
are both deterministic and fully constructive.
Another possible venue for future research is to obtain comparably efficient gossiping solutions for stronger
size-bounded adversaries. In particular, it is an open problem to develop a deterministic (n − 1)-resilient gossip-
ing algorithm operating in O(polylog t) time and with O(npolylog t) messages. We have shown that communication
O(na), for an absolute constant a < 2, can be achieved, together with a running time O(log2 t) by such an algorithm.
This result has recently been improved by Georgiou, Kowalski and Shvartsman [18], who showed that O(n1+ε) com-
munication and O(log2 n) time can be achieved, where ε > 0 is an arbitrary constant. This was next shown to be
achievable by a constructive algorithm by Kowalski, Musial and Shvartsman [28].
We have developed a consensus algorithm that runs in O(t) time and sends O(n log2 t) messages, provided that
bound t on the number of crashes satisfies n − t = Ω(n). This is the first known time-optimal solution with each
processor sending a poly-logarithmic number of messages on the average, for a natural class of strong adversaries.
Our solution is deterministic but not fully constructive. Developing deterministic and constructive solutions of a
comparable performance, and possibly resilient against stronger size-bounded adversaries, is an open problem.
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